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Sudha Murthy: An inspiration for many young achievers
Sudha Murthy, the co-founder of Infosys, is a well-known name today among the many aspiring,
career oriented females who are striving to carve a niche for themselves in today's cutthroat
competitive world.
Born to parents R S  Kulkarni, who was a surgeon and Vimala Kulkarni at a place called Shiggaon,
Mysore state ( present day Karnataka) grew up as a young and enterprising woman. She became the
first female engineer to be hired by India's largest auto manufacturer Tata Engineering and
Locomotive Company (TELCO). There is an interesting story that goes with it. She saw an
advertisement saying that the company was hiring engineers for work but only men were required,
females need not apply for the job. She was very upset to see this gender discrimination. She
immediately wrote a postcard to the Chairman, Mr JRD Tata, expressing her displeasure at this
injustice. Her complaint had the desired effect and she was called by Mr JRD Tata himself, who was
truly impressed by her straightforwardness and immediately hired her for the job. She did not take
up the job as she wanted to pursue further studies but she definitely paved the path for women in
this field.
She is married to Shri Narayan Murthy, founder of Infosys. The many hurdles the couple went
through and successfully emerged as a power couple is an amazing story to follow.
Sudha Murthy is an entrepreneur, a  writer and a philanthropist - a multi-faceted personality and
the recipient of many awards including the Padma Shri
She believes that money always changes hands and that giving back to society fosters significant
goodwill. Her social work covers healthcare, education, empowerment of women, public hygiene,
art and culture, and poverty alleviation at the grassroot level.
Her contribution to literature in Kannada and English is truly remarkable. She has authored more
than 15 children's books. Her language is very simple and lucid. She writes the truth and
understands the reader so beautifully that one feels as if she is telling their own life story.  This is
what makes her very popular with the children. Some of her stories have been included in the
syllabus of different school boards. Her novel ' Dollar Bahu' originally written in kannada and
translated into english was adapted as a tele serial by the Zee TV in 2001. Sudha Murthy made her
debut in a Marathi movie called ' Pitruroon'  based on her novel in kannada called ' Rhun'. She is
extremely fond of watching movies herself and whenever time permits, treats herself to a movie.
I salute this true woman of spirit and integrity for enlightening many women with her strength of
character and farsightedness. May God bless her with good health and happiness.

VOICE OUT
SHARE YOUR INSPIRATION

-SOURABH ROY
BA ENGLISH (HONS) I
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Mental health is not a destination, but a process. It's about how you drive, not where
you're going.”  Mental health during the days of pandemic-induced lockdown and
the subsequent physical isolation has become even more significant. The webinar,
titled ‘How to Stay Motivated in a Physically Disconnected World’   organized by
AICUF, St Xavier’s College - Jaipur is an endeavour to help the youth stay motivated
and healthy amidst restrictions. 
The resource person of the day was Ms Annie Benedict, a certified counsellor who
threw more light on how the pandemic affected the mental health of youth and how
they can still remain motivated and give their best against all odds. The students also
had a few queries related to day-to-day challenges that they face that were adeptly
answered by Ms Benedict. 
The Principal, Rev Dr Fr A Rex Angelo, appreciated AICUF for helping students in
practical ways and encouraging them to always give their best. 

AICUF ACTIVITIES
WEBINAR ON 'HOW TO STAY MOTIVATED IN A PHYSICALLY

DISCONNECTED WORLD'
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AICUFFER OF THE

QUARTER
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NEHA PASCAL

POLITICAL SCIENCE (HONS) III

Editor of AICUF's 
quarterly magazine.
It is truly said that a
good leader nurtures
other leaders. Neha

Pascal has been a great
and hardworking

mentor for the entire
team of 'FAITH HOPE

LOVE' by maintaining a
clear vision, integrity

and a clear focus.
We express our

gratitude and good
wishes to her for her

future.

LEADERSHIP IS NOT A POSITION, BUT IS AN ACTION AND AN

EXAMPLE



OUT LOUD!
SHOWCASING OUR CREATIVE SPACE
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HEALTH LINE
A HEALTHY AND

DELICIOUS RECIPE 

OATS CHIVDA

A healthy and quick evening snack recipe
using oats. Oats chivda can be packed for

kids' snacks box too. Since oats do not give
that extra crunch to the chivda, we can use
them in combination with poha, cornflakes

or puffed rice.
 

INGREDIENTS

Oats – 1 cup
Poha/puffed rice - 1 cup
Oil- 1.5 tbsp

Mustard – 1 tbsp

Garlic
Red chilli – 3-4 
Red chilli powder
Turmeric
Salt

 

RECIPE

 Dry roast 3/4 cups oats on medium flame.
When they turn slightly golden, put them
aside in a plate.
In the same pan, roast 1 cup poha. If you are
using cornflakes or puffed rice, skip this
and next step.
When poha turns light in texture, transfer
them to a plate.
Now heat 1.5 tbsp oil in a pan, allow
mustard and cumin to crackle. Then add
peanuts and broken red chilli.
When peanuts are golden fried, add crushed
garlic, curry leaves and slit chilli. Fry until
curry leaves are crisped and garlic is
roasted well.
Add fried gram and dried coconut pieces.
Roast until coconut smells good.
Now add red chilli powder, turmeric and
salt and mix well.
 Now add poha and oats in a pan.
 Mix well.

 

The dish is now ready to serve.

 

-KHYATI KAPOOR
BA ENGLISH(HONS) I
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                                                                                                       I
Sindhutai Sapkal- A woman of substance and strength of character. She is clothed in strength and
dignity and she laughs without fear of the future. This is an apt description of social worker Sindhutai
Sapkal. She was better known as ' Anathaye Maye' or ' Mother of orphans'.  She was particularly known
for raising orphaned children. She was awarded Padmashree 2021 in the social work category. Her
unique and extraordinary story of superhuman courage and strength reminds me of a few lines:
                                                                                    You are a woman of
                                                                                  strength, courage and    
                                                                                                 dignity, 
                                                                                 one who values herself 
                                                                                      and fights for what
                                                                                          she believes in
                                                                                  A woman who will not 
                                                                                   give up on her dream
                                                                                  regardless of how many
                                                                                 obstacles stand in the 
                                                                                                   way.
If that does not make you beautiful then I don't know what does.
Sindhutai Sapkal got married at an early age but suffered domestic violence at the hands of her
husband. She was turned out of her house at the time when she was expecting her first child. She gave
birth to a baby girl in a cowshed and did not get the basic facilities of a hospital or nursing staff during
her labour. She had to use a stone to cut the umbilical cord. The mere thought of using a stone at this
time may send shivers down the spine of many I'm sure but just imagine the mental strength of a
woman facing this situation. She had to beg on the streets to raise her baby and spent the nights in a
cemetery.  A place where a man would not like to set foot on an ordinary day became a shelter for
Sindhutai.
One day she found an orphan looking for food and crying. She gave him her share of food and took him
under her care. From one child the number of children slowly started multiplying. She started getting
monetary aid from some institutions and opened hostels for orphans. She not only looked after the
children, fed them, educated them, and provided a decent life for them but even got them married and
helped them settle down. She became the mother of hundreds of children. Her labours bore fruit and
she got recognition for her hard work, perseverance and dedication. Life took a strange turn on the day
when her arrogant husband who had turned her out of his house when she was pregnant with their
first child was forced to take refuge in the shelter home of Sindhutai Sapkal. She was benevolent
enough to forgive him and take care of him as yet another homeless man without any malice. She was
conferred with the prestigious award Padma Shri for the year 2021.
She passed away in Pune, Maharashtra following a cardiac arrest on 5th January  2022. 
Why I picked up her story today because she did not have the means to look after so many orphaned
children but it did not deter her from her resolution even for a moment. From becoming a mother to so
many homeless children and providing them with a meaningful life, she overcame all the obstacles and
barriers with her sheer grit and determination and that makes her stand out in the crowd. To me, she
was a woman of integrity and power and I salute her for her indomitable spirit.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN DIGNITY

AND JUSTICE
EDITOR'S TAKE ON THE ISSUE

-SOURABH ROY 
B.A.(Hons) English I
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                                                                                                    II

Dignity is one of the most important things to the human spirit. It means being valued and respected
for what you are, what you believe in, and how you live your life.  Treating other people with dignity
means treating them the way we’d like to be treated ourselves.
Every human has the right to lead a dignified life and fulfil his or her potential. Young, old, rich, poor
– all over the world we all share the right to be treated with dignity. We treat others with dignity
each time we lend a helping hand, stick up for a friend, or recognize the qualities and talents that
make each of us special. Only with dignity can people achieve things like being good in school,
finding friends, leading a happy life, and maybe even making a difference in the world. Having
dignity means being treated with respect AND treating others with respect. 
Dignity and justice for each and every human being is the promise of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. The concept of dignity lies at the heart of human rights. It means we must treat each
other with respect, tolerance and understanding. Governments must do the same, in law as well as in
practice, for the individuals who make up communities, societies and nations. The idea of justice and
the equality of everyone before the law appears throughout the Declaration. In fact, the Declaration's
core values of non-discrimination and equality are ultimately a commitment to universal justice and
recognition of inherent human dignity.
From conflict-affected countries and fragile states to the halls of the most powerful decision-making
bodies, women face significant barriers when it comes to access to justice, gender equality and
empowerment. The status of women is the foundation for the progress of society and it is a very
important part of human development. In India even today the birth of a girl child is not accepted
happily. There are even instances where a girl child is killed even before she is born. A girl child is
more neglected in Indian society. Discrimination goes on unabated whether it is in the field of
survival, health, education, employment or in other broader perspectives of social life.
It is a harsh reality that women have been ill-treated in every society for ages, especially in India.
The irony is that in our country where women goddesses are worshipped, on the other hand, in
reality, women have to face atrocities by society. Women are also deprived of economic recourses
and are mostly on men for their living. This is also because women in our country are brought up
with the feeling that they are not capable of anything other than slavery. They seldom are taught to
be independent and hence they are also deprived of a good education. The patriarchal system in
India renders women at the mercy of men, who exercise unlimited power over them. In order to
ameliorate the condition of women in India Legislature passed many legislations that have been
enforced since colonial times, for example, 1829 - Abolition of Sati, 1856 - Widow Remarriage Act,
1870 - Female Infanticide Banned, 1837- Women get special right to property, 1961 Dowry prohibition
act was passed.
Every woman has the right to live with dignity—free of fear, coercion, violence and discrimination.
Every woman has the right to health, including sexual and reproductive health. Yet, for hundreds of
millions of girls and women worldwide, these human rights are denied.
Today and every day we must speak out forcefully for zero tolerance toward all forms of violence
against women and girls. And we must recognize that this is not a woman’s issue—this is an issue
that concerns us all.
Families and communities can change social norms and attitudes. Governments can put strong laws
in place, enforce them and bring perpetrators to justice. And societies can guarantee the right to
sexual and reproductive health, which includes services for family planning, maternal health and
HIV prevention, and the ability to make free and informed choices about reproduction.

- KHYATI KAPOOR 
B.A.(Hons) English I
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                                                                                                      III

What is respect? People have different meanings attached with respect and have their unique
definitions for the word. For me, Respect means to accept one's opinion, thinking, character, and work
and be non-judgemental. We all must have heard the saying, 'Give Respect to Earn Respect.' We cannot
expect something from people without giving it out to them. Another word that pops into the mind
when we talk about respect is Justice. Justice means being fair or reasonable in the treatment of all
people. But does this happen all the time and with everyone? The answer is an obvious, No. People from
different walks of life are treated differently. Women, Children, Dalits, and tribal people are a few
examples who are not treated equally as everyone else. There might be a different reason why a certain
section of society is treated indifferently. 

Particularly, when we talk about women, they have faced different crises for many years. Women were
always considered to be fragile and were never given equal rights as men. In the patriarchal set-up,
which is commonly seen everywhere, Men are the dominating force of the family and are considered
superior whereas women were always inferior to men and expected to be good at all the household
chores. Women are still a victim of domestic violence in the contemporary society. Most of them are
not treated equally and are not given respect. They are expected to act in a feminine manner that
society binds and defines them with. Any woman who tries to break the boundary and choose a unique
road or think out of the box is shamed and questioned. When we look in terms of profession, women
are not given equal wages to men, they are a victim of eve-teasing outside and harassment in their
workplace and are often made to feel alienated from social gatherings. Even in Politics, they face many
difficulties, their capabilities are doubted even when it comes to running a country because of bias
against gender. If we look towards the darker side of the world, many women are abused and molested
or even murdered and they are either not given justice or most of them don't survive to witness the
justice that is delivered very late. Though there is a little change in the mindset of the society, yet there
is a long way to go. With the advancement in the world with a look towards a society which has an open
mind, where everyone is treated equally.

If we imagine a society where everyone lives together in harmony with peace, love, and trust among
the people, maybe someday we can even create such a place. It gives me goosebumps to imagine a place
where everyone will be united irrespective of their gender, colour, caste, creed, and religion. If we all
give respect to each other then it will lead to the upliftment and betterment of our society. May we
arrive there someday!

- ANANAY VISHWAS
BA (Hons) English I
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
WATER: ELIXIR FOR HUMANS

One-quarter of humanity faces a looming water crisis, including the prospect of running out 
of water, which may seem inconceivable when 70 per cent of the Earth’s surface is 
water. Even in countries with adequate water resources, water scarcity is not uncommon. 
Although this may be due to a number of factors. Water scarcity limits access to safe water 
for drinking and for practising basic hygiene at home, in schools, and in healthcare facilities. 
When water is scarce, sewage systems can fail and the threat of contracting diseases like 
cholera surges. Scarce water also becomes more expensive.

Water is at the core of sustainable development and is critical for socio-economic 
development, energy, and food production, healthy ecosystems, and human survival itself. 
Water is also at the heart of adaptation to climate change, serving as the crucial link between 
society and the environment. Water is also a rights issue. As the global population grows, 
there is an increasing need to balance all of the competing commercial demands on water 
resources, so that communities have enough for their needs. At the human level, water cannot 
be seen in isolation from sanitation. Together, they are vital for reducing the global burden of 
disease and improving the health, education, and economic productivity of populations.

Parched earth, soaring temperatures as the summer months peak, and lockdown due to the 
Covid - 19 pandemic had thrown life out of gear in the rural parts of Rajasthan that have been 
facing an acute water shortage. As many as 256 of 700 districts in India have reported 
‘critical’ or ‘over-exploited’ groundwater levels according to the most recent Central Ground

Nowadays, the overuse of water is increasing day by day and people are using an extra 
amount than needed. In certain cases water is also overused by people, animals, land, or any 
other number of things, sometimes it is also unnecessarily used for recreational activities. 
Sometimes conflict present between the land causes water scarcity which can hinder local 
infrastructure and may cause disruptions to water supply for many people. An increase 
in water pollution is a major cause of concern,  as it is a major factor behind the scarcity of 
water. Global warming is another major reason behind water scarcity.

Due to water shortage, we are facing many consequences as it has a direct impact on crops 
and livestock, which can lead to food shortages and eventually starvation. Water scarcity 
generates sanitation problems by forcing people to drink unsafe water. In fact, when water is 
scarce people tend to store it at home, which increases the risk of domestic water 
contamination and creates breeding grounds for mosquitoes, which transmit dengue and 
malaria. Having access to water has become a powerful global economic issue that could 
become one of the main causes of international tension. Local conflicts - sometimes resulting 
in warfare - are triggered over scarce water resources. With the burgeoning global population 
and growing needs, these tensions could multiply in the future. It also harms the environment 
in several ways including increased salinity, nutrient pollution, and the loss of floodplains 
and wetlands. 
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It is time that we take strict actions to prevent water shortage so that we can move towards a 
better future. Improving water infrastructure must be a priority, as water conservation and 
efficiency are key components of sustainable water management. Rainwater harvesting and 
recycled wastewater also allow to reduce scarcity and ease pressures on groundwater and 
other natural water bodies. Without proper sanitation, the water becomes full of diseases and 
unsafe to drink. That is why addressing pollution, measuring and monitoring water quality
are essential. Education is critical to solving the water crisis. In fact, in order to cope with
future water scarcity, it is necessary to radically reform all forms of consumption, from
individual use to the supply chains of large companies. 

Let us all come together to prevent water loss and protect our natural resources and
undertake sustainable development so that the coming generations do not face trouble
accessing the basic needs of humankind.

-ANANAY VISHWAS
BA ENGLISH (HONS) I
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